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User Guide

The PTX Model 3 PRO easily accommodates most camera/lens combinations,
including models from Blackmagic, Sony, Panasonic, Canon, Red, Arri and more.
The PTX Model 3 PRO is the third generation of our robotic pan/tilt heads.
Designed and built in Texas USA, it provides a rock solid, whisper quiet
platform for your camera and lens investment.
At 43 pounds/19.5kg it has the mass needed to manage large payloads, and the
torque generated by two large stepper motors that do the heavy lifting.
It communicates with controllers using VISCA over IP, and features multiple
passthrough connections for SDI, HDMI, USB, DC camera power and network.
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Connectivity
The PTX Model 3 PRO provides passthrough connections between the base and
arm, providing flexible connections for a variety of cameras and camcorders. This
minimizes cable strain by centralizing cable routing through the central core of the
fixture.
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Example Use Case 1: Camera with SDI Out
Connect SDI out from the camera to the SDI 1 connector on the arm.
Connect SDI 1 on the base to an input on your video switcher.
Example Use Case 2: Camera with HDMI Out
Connect HDMI out from the camera to the HDMI connector on the arm.
Connect HDMI on the base to an HDMI input on your video switcher.
Example Use Case 3: DC power for larger camera
Connect DC power source to 4PIN connector on the base.
Connect 4PIN connector on the arm to camera 4PIN DC power connector.
Example Use Case 4: DC power for smaller camera
Connect 12V DC (MAX 1A) on the arm to 4PIN connector on the camera.

Communications Interface
The PTX Model 3 PRO responds to
commands and inquiries using VISCA
over IP communications protocol. This
protocol is available through many
hardware and software joystick
controllers. Here is a list of the
supported commands.
COMMANDS
PAN TILT DRIVE Up
Down
Left
Right
Upleft
Upright
Downleft
Downright
Stop
Absolute Position
Home
Reset
PAN TILT

PRESET

Ramp Curve*
Pan Tilt Limit*
Reset
Set
Recall
Preset Drive Speed

TALLY

On/Off

SYSTEM

Pan Reverse
Tilt Reverse

*not functional in the initial release

COMMAND INQUIRIES
PAN TILT

Position
Ramp Curve
Pan Tilt Limit

PRESET

Preset drive speed
Preset

TALLY

On/Off

SYSTEM

Pan Reverse
Tilt Reverse

POWER STATUS On/Off
SW VERSION

Vendor ID
Model Code
ROM Version
Socket Number

PTX Model 3 PRO VISCA over IP is also
integrated in the PTZ/PTX camera
control software in RUSHWORKS VDESK™
Integrated Robotics Production Systems,
as well as the RUSHCONTROL™ camera
control software application (Windows).

Connecting your PTX Model 3 PRO head(s)
Since the head requires an network connection, you need to identify an IP
address and port number to establish communications.
Using a CAT 5 or 6 cable, connect the PTX fixture to the network switch you
wish to use. It’s highly recommended that you do NOT use a general purpose
office network switch since there is often a lot of traffic that can interfere
with IP production system component operations.
Connect your VISCA over IP controlling device (joystick) to the same network
switch. You’ll need to set the network IP address for both the controller and
the PTX head(s).
In this example we’re using the RUSHWORKS
RW/JOYCON VISCA over IP joystick controller
that supports up to seven (7) PTX and/or PTZ
heads. This device provides manual joystick
control as well as the ability to save and recall
up to 256 presets. You can also set the PTZ
Speed which applies globally to all connected
devices.
There are many VISCA over IP controllers available, including a versatile
product lineup from www.skaarhoj.com Just follow the operations guide for
whatever controller you choose. The basic connections and operations are
very similar between and among the different models.
The controller and PTZ camera must be connected to the same LAN, and IP
addresses must at the same segment.
For example:
192.168.1.123 is at the same segment with 192.168.1.111
192.168.1.123 is not at the same segment with 192.168.0.125
The default setting for the IP controller is to obtain the IP address dynamically.
CAM1~CAM4
Quickly switch to CAM NUM 1-4 devices (IP VISCA)
PRESET
Use a short press to set presets; a long press to delete presets.
It needs to work with the number keys and ENTER button for setting or
deleting presets.

IP
Manually add network devices in IP VISCA mode.
CAM
In IP VISCA and ONVIF modes, it will quickly switch to the CAM NUM bound
device when adding a device via CAM
Number keys 1~9
2,4,6,8 serve as direction keys as well, which can control
pan and tilt rotation, and camera OSD.
ESC - Return
ENTER - Confirm Button
PTZ SPEED- PTZ SPEED+
Adjust PTZ Speed: 1 (Slow) - 8 (Fast)
BASIC SETTINGS
Move the joystick up and down to switch between the 8 settings.
Move the joystick left and right to switch On and Off the button sound prompts.
Confirm your choice by clicking the ENTER button.
(1) Delete device
(2) Network Type: dynamic and static
(3) Button sound prompt: on and off
(4) Language setting: Chinese and English
(5) Mode: VISCA, IP VISCA, ONVIF, PELCO
(6) Local IP
(7) Version information
(8) Restore factory settings
IP VISCA Mode Setting
Move the joystick up and down to view devices.
Move the joystick rightward to view the device’s port information.
Move the joystick leftward to view the IP, CAM NUM information.
Press ENTER to delete the selected device.
Connection and Control in IP VISCA Mode
(1) Manually add device via the IP button.
(2) Press the INQUIRE button to view the added device
(3) Move the joystick up/down to view the saved device
(4) Move the joystick rightward to view the port)
(5) Press the ENTER button to select a camera to control, or
use the CAM button to connect and control.

Maintenance & Firmware Updates
In development is a simple and easy-to-use Web interface for the PTX Model 3 PRO.
It will provide remote connectivity for monitoring and updating many operational
parameters of the head. As more features and functionality are added, this will be a
simple connectivity path for maintaining current and evolving configurations.
Currently, firmware/version updates require a Windows computer at your site
connected to the PTX via a USB A (computer) to USB B (PTX) cable, which is
included in your PTX Model 3 PRO shipping container.

A RUSHWORKS Support Team member will need to
connect to that computer via LogMeIn, Teams or other
method of your choosing in order to manage the
updates. We will create a RUSHWORKS folder on that
computer into which we’ll place necessary utilities and
program tools.

USB
TYPE A

USB
TYPE B

When an update is complete we will terminate the
connection and notify you that the computer’s USB cable
can be disconnected from the PTX. At that point do the
following:
1) Turn the the PTX power OFF
2) Wait 10 seconds, then turn the PTX power ON
The PTX will then inititalize and return to the Home
position, ready to accept VISCA control over IP
(presuming you have the connection established with
your controlling device).

Securing your Camera to the Tilt Plate

The aluminum tilt plate has seven (7) slots for mounting your camera/lens. There are
two (2) threaded thumbscrews included with the PTX Model 3 PRO. These are secured
into the plate for shipping only.

Example 1: single screw into
base of Blackmagic Pocket
Cinema Camera.

Remove both screws.

Align one or both screws with the
¼”x 20 threaded mount(s) on the
base of your camera. Select the
slot that best balances your
payload.

Example 2: two screws into sled mount for
long lens on Blackmagic Studio Camera.
(Secure sled through slot on Tilt Plate)

TM

Model 3 Rigging and Mounting Accessories
PRO

The PTX Model 3 PRO has three (3) offset
⅜” threaded connectors on the bottom
chassis plate for mounting and balancing
the payload on heavy duty tripods and/or
similar devices. If you plan to mount the
fixture for inverted operation you’ll likely
need one or more of the items in the
Rigging and Mounting Accessories kit.

Steel safety cable
Wall mount shelf

2 x steel eyebolts

Ceiling mount for

or safety cable

pipe arm extender

+

Baby to ⅜” male
threaded adapter

High payload tripod
with ball adapter

Ruggedized shipping case

Baby pipe clamp

w/handles, wheels, foam

(for 1.5” to 2” pipe)
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